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CeBIT 2006: Enterprise Information Management
and Library Management Powered by Caché
LIB-IT leverages post-relational technology from InterSystems to
retrieve structured and unstructured data from various sources

Hanover, March 09, 2006 – LIB-IT GmbH, an application partner of

InterSystems, presents the brand new version of its FILERO and LIBERO

products at CeBIT 2006 (hall 3, booth C20). One key focus of this years

presentation is the integration of structured and unstructured data from

various sources. Both solutions of the data management specialist LIB-IT

are powered by Caché, the post-relational database of InterSystems.

In the last two years the enterprise information management system

FILERO has become an indispensable management tool for daily business

processes, and also an efficient archive system in many organisations in a

broad variety of industries. FILERO stores all kind of structured and

unstructured data and ensures audit proof archiving. FILERO leverages the

flexibility of the Caché database, and facilitates data replication with third

party applications, thus enabling organizations to consolidate information

from various sources and applications into one FILERO database. FILERO

acts as centralized easy-to-use retrieval system. The platform independent,

fully object-oriented technology from InterSystems enables the easy and

rapid implementation even in complex projects.

The new 2006 release of the LIBERO library application features the

integration of the SmartBrowser technology for searches in the WebOPAC.

It leverages the capabilities of Caché for retrieving complex library data by

providing the end user with an intuitive and easy-to-use graphical user

interface. In addition, the feature rich software supports integrated

interlibrary loan management, connecting to remote interlibrary loan

servers, and provides an interface for magazine ordering.

LIB-IT GmbH is a global systems provider. The LIBERO and FILERO

applications are available as multilingual and Unicode compliant versions.
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Thus both products are able to address the different requirements of global

companies. Currently over 450 application systems are installed worldwide

in a broad variety of network environments. LIBERO and FILERO support

most of the common hardware platforms.

„Due to the rapid implementation, reduced administration and low operation

costs, Caché gives us a threefold benefit,“ states Dagmar Causley, CEO and

founder of LIB-IT GmbH. „And we are able to serve organizations and

libraries of all sizes with any kind of platform preferences and architectural

designs.“
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About LIB-IT
Founded in April 1996, LIB-IT GmbH offers innovative storage and
retrieval solutions at a competitive price, which are powered by state-of-the-
art object database technology. In addition to LIBERO, which is used in
libraries of any kind and size for workflow automation, LIB-IT also delivers
the web-based integrated enterprise information management system
(EIMS) FILERO, a customized out-of-the-box solution designed to support
thousands of users.

About InterSystems
For over 25 years, InterSystems Corporation has been a technology
innovation leader in database and integration software. The Caché post-
relational database and Ensemble universal integration platform enable
software developers in every industry sector to rapidly create, deploy and
integrate high-performance applications. With headquarters in Cambridge,
Massachusetts and over twenty-five regional offices, InterSystems serves
more than four million users around the world. For more information, visit
www.InterSystems.com.

For more information, please contact:

InterSystems GmbH
Peter Mengel
Hilpertstraße 20a
D-64295 Darmstadt
Phone +49 (6151) 1747-0
Fax +49 (6151) 1747-11
PR@InterSystems.de
www.InterSystems.de

in-house Agentur eK
Michael Ihringer
Kastanienallee 24
D-64289 Darmstadt
Phone +49 (6151) 30830-0
Fax +49 (6151) 30830-11
ihringer@in-house.de
www.in-house.de
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LIB-IT GmbH
Dagmar Causley
Riedbachstr. 5
D-74385 Pleidelsheim
Phone +49 (7144) 8041-111
Fax +49 (7144) 8041-108
dcausley@lib-it.de
www.lib-it.de


